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Introduction

he Common Core State Standards have been attacked by conservatives across the country,
and no one has taken a bigger beating on the political right for supporting the Common Core
learning standards than Jeb Bush. Bush’s announcement that he was exploring a run for
President was accompanied by instant warnings that his support for the Common Core could doom
his attempts to woo the Republican base. TIME said that Bush was “going to have to win over the
Republican conservative base, which hates Common Core with the fire of a thousand suns.” 1 In
case conservative loathing of the Common Core ran the risk of being understated, the Washington
Post weighed in with an analysis stating that “The conservative base hates—hates, hates, hates—
the Common Core education standards.”2 Today’s conventional wisdom, as TIME sums up, is that
“if you’re a real conservative, you’re against [the Common Core]; if you’re a faker, you’re for it.”3
That media shorthand vastly oversimplifies not just the debate among conservatives over the
Common Core State Standards but the rich, conservative roots of the standards themselves. In
defending the Common Core State Standards, Jeb Bush is no faker. Surprisingly, the new state
standards embody conservative principles in setting goals for student learning that date back to
Ronald Reagan.
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In fact, compared to his predecessors in the Reagan and George H.W. Bush administrations, U.S.
Secretary of Education Arne Duncan has substantially shrunk the federal role in advocating for
anything resembling a model national curriculum, national standards, and national assessments.
In many respects, the story of the evolving conservative role on the Common Core is rife with irony
and sweeping role reversals. It is also richly relevant to the ultimate fate of the new learning standards.
To date, the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) have been adopted by more than 40 states4
and are being implemented in the vast majority of the nation’s schools and classrooms. The fact that
implementation is still largely proceeding—despite vociferous opposition from conservatives—is
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due in no small measure to the fact that the Obama administration did not repeat the federal overreach of their GOP
predecessors by funding the development of national standards and model curriculum.
The conservative roots of the Common Core are little known today. Even among reporters who cover the education
beat, few are familiar with, and even fewer have written about, the efforts of Ronald Reagan’s secretary of education,
William Bennett, to develop and promote a model core curriculum while in office. Nor have they recounted, except in
passing, the sweeping, self-described “crusade” that Senator Lamar Alexander launched to promote national standards and voluntary national assessments when he was secretary of education in the elder Bush’s administration.
What accounts for the collective ignorance of the Common Core’s antecedents and this airbrushing of history? It wasn’t
a given that the Common Core State Standards would be “hated” by conservatives. Indeed, several of today’s GOP
presidential candidates, like Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal, former Arkansas governor Mike Huckabee, and New
Jersey governor Chris Christie were all famously for the Common Core standards before they were against them.
Jindal, Huckabee, and Christie would deny that their flip-flops are motivated in any way by political opportunism,
partisanship, or reflexive opposition to policies that President Obama supports. Still, as Christie himself said in 2013,
part of the Republican opposition to the Common Core is “the knee-jerk reaction that is happening in Washington ...
if the president likes something, the Republicans in Congress don’t ... It is this mind-set in D.C. right now that says
we have to be at war constantly.”5
While anti-Obama animus undoubtedly plays a role in the Tea Party revolt against the Common Core, conservative
opposition is also grounded in objections to an active federal role in education. Some Tea Party leaders seek at one
extreme to outright abolish the U.S. Department of Education. More mainstream Republicans now want to stop the
federal government from providing incentives for states to set academic standards that establish the expectation
students should be on track to be college- and career-ready by the time they finish high school.6 These anti-incentive
conservatives do not seek to eliminate the U.S. Department of Education so much as block it from using incentives
to encourage or support state and local reform—including state and local innovation, expanding high-quality state
preschool programs, or reforming antiquated teacher evaluation systems. 7

The Honesty Gap: Fifty Goalposts for Educational Success
Whatever political and ideological motivations may be propelling conservative opposition to the Common Core
State Standards, a first-order question for conservatives should be the compared-to-what test: Are the new standards better or worse than the standards they replaced—which, like the Common Core State Standards, were also
adopted by each state, one at a time.
The consensus of the most comprehensive analyses of the Common Core standards are that they are better—higher
and clearer—than the standards they replaced in the vast majority of the 45 states that initially chose to adopt the
Common Core.8 One reason why is that many states didn’t previously set “challenging” learning standards in math
and English Language Arts, as they are required to do under current federal law. Instead, state standards often
lacked rigor, coherence, and clarity, and failed to set the expectation that students should be on track to graduate
high school ready to enter college or start a job.9 Moreover, individual states and local political leaders actually had
an incentive to adopt low performance standards—the lower the standard, the better the performance of a state’s
students would look in comparison.
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Before states started adopting the Common Core standards, expectations for student learning varied wildly from
state-to-state, and were renowned for being a “mile-wide and an inch-deep.” In a knowledge-based economy, it
seemed unjust to students to set expectations for learning that depended solely on the state where a child happened
to live. Depending on which side of the Hudson River or the Mississippi River a student lived on, they could be either
at grade level or failing reading and math. 10
Having 50 different goalposts for educational success also didn’t seem like a winning formula to prepare students
to one day compete against their peers from high-performing countries in a global marketplace, or to compete
against each other when they applied to college. Students who haven’t been taught material on the SAT and ACT
under their state standards are placed at an unfair advantage when they apply to college. 11 “In most fields,” says
education historian Diane Ravitch, “it makes little sense to have 50 states with 50 standards. Mathematics is not
different in the 50 states.”12 With little continuity from state-to-state—and often from grade-to-grade—state learning
standards in the U.S. resembled an educational Tower of Babel.
In the absence of incentives to set genuinely high, internationally-benchmarked standards, many states opted instead
to set pathetically low standards for student performance following the passage of the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act.
When the Obama administration took office in 2009, 35 states had set proficiency levels for fourth grade reading at
below “Basic” levels, benchmarked against the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).13 In some
states, students could score below the tenth percentile nationally and still be considered “proficient.”14 Seven states
required eighth grade students to only have the equivalent of a D or D+ to be deemed proficient in mathematics,
according to a study by the American Institutes for Research. The AIR study found that the gap in proficiency levels
between states with the highest and lowest standards for student performance was equivalent to a jaw-dropping three
to four grade-levels. 15 That means a student in one state in America can graduate high school with eighth grade
math and reading skills, while a student in another state graduates with 12th grade skills. As Bill Gates has pointed
out, states “don’t have 50 different kinds of electrical sockets—we have just one. And that standard unleashed all
kinds of [technological] innovation [to be used in every home] that improved lives. The same thing will happen with
consistent standards for what students should know.”16
Of course, setting high learning standards doesn’t by itself guarantee students will excel academically, any more
than establishing a demanding goal for lowering cholesterol ensures a healthy diet. But by contrast, the steep
economic and personal toll of setting low standards is undeniable: Each year, hundreds of thousands of students
graduate from high school under the illusion that they are ready to start college, enroll in technical training, or enter
the job market. Nationwide, a third of all first-year undergraduates have to take a remedial course in English or math
when they arrive in college.17 And each year, millions of students discover they are not ready for college and drop
out, often after saddling themselves with debt. Other high school graduates try to join the military, where a high
school diploma is a prerequisite. Yet nearly a quarter of the high school graduates who opt to take the basic military
entrance exam for the Army fail it.18
This “honesty gap”—the gap between meeting state standards for proficiency and actually being on track for college
and careers—is costly and unfair. “There’s no way that you can have 90 percent of your kids be at grade level and,
in community college, 70 percent need remedial work,” says Tennessee’s GOP governor Bill Haslam. “If you’re not
being honest about how you’re performing with kids, it’s an incredible disservice to your citizens.”19
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The “incredible disservice” of setting low performance standards means that the fight over the Common Core is
not just an abstract fight over politics, ideology, and pedagogy. It is also a fight with very real stakes for children,
families, and communities. In the first GOP presidential debate, Jeb Bush defended his support for the Common
Core by explaining that “if we are going to compete in this world we are in today, there is no possible way we can
do it with lowering expectations and dummying down everything. Children are going to suffer and families’ hearts
are going to be broken that their kids can’t get a job in the 21st century.”20
In the end, there is little debate that low standards—or what George W. Bush labeled “the soft bigotry of low expectations”—are inequitable to children. Most educators, parents, and elected officials would agree that public officials
should not set lower expectations for students in Mississippi than in Massachusetts.21 And this failure of states to
consistently set a high bar for all students drove the development of the Common Core State Standards. As Arizona’s
conservative ex-governor Jan Brewer has written, “Unlike our previous standards that defined ‘proficiency’ with a
wink and a nod, the Common Core holds students to a level that restores the value of a diploma, no matter where
they go to school.” 22

Common Core Myths and Misinformation
To appreciate the conservative lineage of the Common Core State Standards, it’s necessary to first understand what
the standards are and aren’t. Unfortunately, the Common Core has been the subject of an extraordinary amount of
misunderstanding and misinformation.
The problem is not simply that outlandish, paranoid claims about the Common Core are rampant on the far right
(e.g., that the Common Core calls for iris scans of children and facial recognition technology to read students’ minds,
that it promotes communism, homosexuality, gay marriage, teaches children Islamic vocabulary, advances global
warming propaganda, equates George Washington with Palestinian terrorists, indoctrinates children into the New
World Order, data-tracks students from kindergarten on, etc.).23 The problem instead is that the norm of public
understanding of the Common Core bears little connection to the standards themselves.
A December 2014 national survey from Fairleigh Dickinson University found that two-thirds of Americans erroneously believe that sexual education, global warming, evolution, and/or the American Revolution are included in the
Common Core.24 Only about one in ten Americans know these four subjects are not part of the Common Core
(though the Common Core standards do require high school students to read the Declaration of Independence,
and the Preamble and Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution). Other surveys show that as recently as August 2015,
a majority of voters mistakenly believe that the U.S. Department of Education or Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan wrote the Common Core standards. 25Ohio’s governor John Kasich, a 2016 GOP presidential candidate
who supports the Common Core, told the conservative news website, The Blaze: “When you study the issue, you
separate the hysteria from the reality.”26
The reality is this: The Common Core State Standards, as their name specifies, are state standards in English
Language Arts and mathematics, created in a collaborative effort by the National Governors Association and the
Council of Chief State School Officers, with input from educators. It bears repeating that the federal government
had zero involvement in drafting the Common Core State Standards—it neither wrote, paid for, or participated in
the development of the standards.
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When President Obama took office in 2009, the CCSS movement already had considerable bipartisan support in
both red and blue states. Nearly two months before the Obama administration released draft guidelines for its Race
to the Top competition in July 2009, 46 states had already joined in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), signed
by both the governor and chief state school officer, under which states would have three years to voluntarily adopt
the Common Core standards then under development. Signatories included a solid majority of GOP governors.27
States that chose to adopt the Common Core standards agreed to ensure that at least 85 percent of the state’s
standards in English language arts and mathematics came from the Common Core.
In the section of the MOA entitled “Federal Role,” the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State
School Officers stipulated that the Common Core was “not a federal effort.” But the MOA also stated that the “the
federal government can provide key financial support” for the state-run effort “through the Race to the Top Fund”
and the development of common assessments for the standards.28
All along, the decision whether to adopt the Common Core was strictly voluntary—there is no federal mandate that
requires states to adopt the Common Core standards, and several states that initially adopted the standards have
since dropped or emended them.29 However, the federal government did encourage states to adopt the Common
Core, and it accelerated the existing state-led effort in two ways—both in keeping with the expressed intentions of
governors and chief state school officers.
First, in the 2009-10 Race to the Top competition, the administration provided incentives for states to adopt the
Common Core standards, among other goals. It gave points in the voluntary competition for federal dollars to states
that had adopted or had plans to adopt college- and career-ready standards used in a “significant” number of states,
with more points awarded to states that planned to adopt standards used in “a majority” of the states30 —a criteria
likely to be met only by the Common Core. A state’s decision to adopt the CCSS played a comparatively small role
in the scores of states that opted to compete for Race to the Top grants, accounting for eight percent of an individual
state’s score under the competition’s guidelines.31
Second, in September 2010, the administration awarded a total of $330 million to two state consortiums in a separate
Race to the Top Assessment competition to develop new and better assessments aligned to the Common Core
standards.32 The state consortiums were responsible for designing the new assessments, and states were free to
use or not use the resulting assessments. Forty-four states and the District of Columbia initially signed up in the
two state consortiums.
If the debate over the Common Core had been limited merely to whether the federal government should provide
incentives for states to adopt higher, shared standards and better, voluntary assessments, it never would have caught
fire nationally among conservatives—whose pro-growth agenda, after all, has traditionally favored incentives to
federal mandates and competitive awards to formula funding.
The anti-Common Core movement only took hold among conservatives nationwide after anti-federal Tea Party
activists falsely attacked the Common Core as a “national curriculum” and a “federal takeover” of what is taught in
school. Both of those claims are attributable to myths, misunderstanding of the Common Core, or reflexive mistrust
of the Obama administration.
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The enduring fiction that the Obama administration created a federal “national curriculum” or “Obamacore,” depends
critically on public misunderstanding of the difference between “standards” and “curriculum.” GOP candidates for the
presidency should know the difference between the two, but many don’t. Senator Marco Rubio told an Americans
for Prosperity conference in August 2013 that “we do not need a national Common Core curriculum that the federal
government uses and forces on our states.” Governor Bobby Jindal has accused the Obama administration of “trying
to force a federal common curriculum, through Common Core, onto the states.”33 Senator Rand Paul, a member of
the Senate education subcommittee since 2011, claimed at one of his first campaign appearances in New Hampshire
that local opposition to the Common Core was based on “Washington telling them what kind of curriculum they can
have in New Hampshire.”34 Joining the conservative conventional wisdom wagon is Donald Trump, who tweets that
“Common Core is a federal takeover of school curriculum.”35
Senator Ted Cruz, meanwhile, in an apparent doubling down of his efforts to repeal Obamacare, has made the
nonsensical pledge that he intends “to repeal every word of Common Core.” 36 (There is no federal statute to
repeal that delineates any of the wording of the Common Core State Standards.) And in his recent retreat from the
Common Core, New Jersey governor Chris Christie objected that the standards were adopted “200 miles away on
the banks of the Potomac River.”37 Christie’s statement would have been accurate if he had referred to the banks
of the Delaware River in Trenton, the New Jersey state capital. The New Jersey State Board of Education, not the
U.S. Department of Education, adopted the Common Core State Standards, not once but twice—first on June 19,
2010, and then reaffirmed New Jersey’s adoption of the standards on February 12, 2014.38
In fact, standards and curriculum are two distinct educational tools—and in the case of the Common Core, neither
have been created by the federal government. To cite an actual example of a Common Core standard, an “anchor”
CCSS reading standard spanning across grade levels states that students should be able to demonstrate the ability
to “Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it, [and] cite specific
textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.”39
One might disagree with this standard. One might believe that schools should not set the expectation that students
read closely to determine what the text says explicitly, or be able to make logical references from what they read.
But note the language of the standard—it is about expectations for student learning, not about designating specific
content.
Standards set the expectations for what students should know and be able to do by a certain grade. By contrast,
curriculum is the “how” of teaching, what teachers work with to help students meet those standards—reading assignments, textbooks, homework, handouts, in-class exercises, the planning and pacing guides for a course, and the
apps used in a course.
The Obama administration has not created any curriculum, much less Common Core curriculum, and the federal
government has long been barred by law from doing so—as Secretary of Education Arne Duncan has pointed out.
In a 2014 speech, Secretary Duncan said that “Not a word, not a single semi-colon of curriculum will be created,
encouraged, or prescribed by the federal government. We haven’t done so—and we won’t be doing so.”40 Sol Stern,
a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute, has similarly challenged the claims of fellow conservatives who claim the
Obama administration has created Common Core curriculum. “The feds,” Stern writes, “not only haven’t interfered
with the curriculum decisions made by the states as part of their Common Core adoptions, but they haven’t even
expressed any curricular preferences.” 41 Sonny Perdue, Georgia’s GOP governor from 2003 to 2011, is equally
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adamant on the point. In 2014, he wrote in the National Review that “Common Core is frequently a straw man for the
frustrations conservatives have with the federal government. As a result, the standards are routinely conflated—often
willfully—with curricula, lesson plans, confusing test questions, and even illogical homework problems.”42
It is telling that no CCSS critic has identified even one example of a Common Core assignment created, prescribed,
mandated, or “dictated” (in the words of Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal43) by the federal government.44 GOP
presidential candidate Rick Perry claims that the “whole concept of Common Core is just like Obamacare—a
bureaucrat in Washington, D.C., to sit there and decide what is going to be the right curriculum.”45 And yet neither
the ex-Texas governor, nor anyone else for that matter, can identify a single bureaucrat in Washington, D.C. who is
deciding, or has decided, what is going to be the “right curriculum” in any classroom, anywhere in the country. The
“Obamacore” national curriculum is nothing more than a phantom in the fevered imagination of Tea Party activists
and GOP presidential candidates.
Under the Common Core, state and local educators have, and will continue to have, complete authority to select
curriculum, including textbooks, homework, class assignments, and reading materials. Or, as Mike Huckabee told
Oklahoma legislators in 2013 before he announced his presidential run, “states and local school districts will determine how they want to teach kids, what curriculum to use, and which textbooks to use.”46
The ongoing parade of basic misstatements of fact about the Common Core by many GOP presidential candidates
is not the rhetorical equivalent of rounding errors, or a bully pulpit resort to a series of slight exaggerations and
small lies to make a point. Instead, conservative claims that the Obama administration has used the Common Core
to engineer a “federal takeover” of what is taught in schools and to impose a “national curriculum” are tantamount,
in Sol Stern’s words, to resorting to the “big-lie technique”47—peddling fabrications so inflammatory and audacious
that they can only appear to obtain legitimacy if they are repeated over and over, amid public confusion and uncertainty over the actual facts. In a recent letter to Education Week, no less than 21 state teachers-of–the-year wrote
to express their “frustration about the maelstrom of misinformation on the Common Core State Standards that has
become so pervasive as to be considered truth.” The Common Core, the exasperated educators wrote, “is not a
federal takeover of our schools, nor does it force teachers into a rigid model for classroom instruction ... In fact,
under the Common Core, teachers have greater flexibility to design their classroom lessons.” 48
Nevertheless, the big lie technique has succeeded in tainting the brand of the Common Core, especially for conservatives. Opinion polling shows that support for the Common Core jumps whenever members of the public are
asked questions about the Common Core with the label “Common Core” removed.49 And owing to the maelstrom
of misinformation on the CCSS, the Common Core is fast approaching a Lord Voldemort-like status for conservatives as the insidious education reform with the name that must not be spoken-- even for conservative politicians
who support, and who in fact (to paraphrase Ted Cruz), are implementing every word of the Common Core. Several
GOP-led states (e.g., Mississippi, Iowa, and Arizona) have kept the Common Core standards but renamed them as
homegrown state standards, eliminating the “Common Core” label. And at a recent campaign event in Iowa, Jeb
Bush seemed to acquiesce to the disinformation campaign on the Common Core, saying “The term ‘Common Core’
is so darned poisonous, I don’t even know what it means anymore.”50
Quite apart from the absence of any federal participation in developing or specifying curriculum for school children
under the Common Core, there is also no evidence that local schools are in practice adhering to any “national curriculum” in implementing the CCSS. An analysis by Renaissance Learning of what 10 million students read in the
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2012-13 school year found that the most-read book at any grade level (Dr. Seuss’s Green Eggs and Ham) was read
by just 16 percent of kindergarten and first-grade students.51
When a minimum of 84 percent of students do not read the same books in school in the same grades, it hardly
constitutes a singular national canon, much less one imposed by the federal government. Nor is there any test that
constitutes a “national” assessment of student performance funded or mandated by the Obama administration. In
February of this year, Education Week reported that more than half of the students in the country live in states that
will not be using either of the two voluntary assessments developed by the state consortia.52 “In the United States,
curriculum has never been nationally uniform,” says Secretary Duncan. “Our 15,000 locally-controlled school districts and more than three million teachers are just as likely to eat the same breakfast every day as to choose the
same teaching materials.”53
Ohio governor John Kasich, who is no left-leaning dupe, is just one of a number of conservatives that has pointedly
debunked the myth of the Obamacore curriculum. “There is total local control,” he says. “There has been a hysteria
about this that is not well-founded.”54 Jeb Bush has said that “Common Core is higher standards for reading and
math and nothing more. It’s not social studies. It’s not curriculum. It’s not politically correct content. It’s none of that.
It’s not an imposition from up above.”55 William Bennett, Ronald Reagan’s secretary of education is even blunter:
“Lies, myths, exaggerations, and hysteria about what the Common Core means and does have dominated the
‘debate,’” he says. “The issue of honest standards of learning for our children is too important to be buried in an
avalanche of misinformation and demonization.”56

The Reagan-Era Roots of the Common Core
One wouldn’t know it from the present-day debate over the Common Core, but under GOP leadership, the federal
government actually did fund the development of voluntary national standards, national assessments, and model
curriculum in a host of subjects in the not-so-distant past.
The seeds of the Common Core State Standards were originally planted in the landmark 1983 report commissioned
by the Reagan administration, A Nation at Risk. That study contained the first call in the modern era for setting
higher, shared standards. A “high level of shared education is essential to a free, democratic society and to the
fostering of a common culture,”57 A Nation at Risk observed. The report recommended that public schools “adopt
more rigorous and measurable standards, and higher expectations, for academic performance.”58 The prevailing
practice at the time, as the report noted, was to express “educational standards and expectations largely in terms
of [meeting] ‘minimum requirements.’”59
In 1983, advocating for higher standards was considered to be politically conservative because it flipped the leftleaning education establishment’s preoccupation with measuring educational inputs. Instead of evaluating education
by the amount spent per-student, class size, and textbook availability, conservatives wanted to set expectations for
student learning—and assess education based on outcomes, especially student achievement.
If the conservative case for higher standards had its inception in the Reagan era, so did the genesis of conservative support for setting common expectations for student learning that didn’t vanish at the state line. The infamous
Lake Wobegon effect—in which all 50 states reported they were above the national average in elementary school
achievement—was first documented during the Reagan administration in 1987.60 But every state’s students can
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only be above average when many states set low standards, as William Bennett, Reagan’s secretary of education,
has pointed out.61
Having 50 states set 50 different goalposts for student performance, Bennett believes, provides a powerful incentive for states to engage in “dumbing down standards and exams in order to hide the poor performance of their
students.” 62 Obama’s secretary of education, Arne Duncan, has repeatedly made the same point, using almost
identical language. But unlike Arne Duncan, then-Secretary of Education Bennett explicitly promoted the value of
developing a common core curriculum throughout the United States. As Kathleen Porter-Magee of the right-leaning
Thomas Fordham Institute put it in the National Review in 2014: “An inconvenient truth is that the grand tradition
of using the bully pulpit to push for curriculum reform began with the Reagan administration under the president’s
second education secretary, William J. Bennett.”63
For today’s conservatives, the inconvenient—and surprising—truth is that in 1987, the U.S. Department of Education
paid for and published a 47-page booklet from Secretary Bennett outlining his personal idea of a “sound secondary
school core curriculum” in English, mathematics, science, history, foreign languages, geography, civics, the fine
arts, and physical education.64 The following year, the department published Bennett’s 62-page report with recommendations for a model elementary school curriculum.65
Bennett advocated forcefully in his model curriculum guides for a more demanding and common curriculum. “Our
children, whoever they are and wherever they live, share a future of common possibility and promise,” Bennett wrote.
“They deserve an education—in its irreducible essence and from its first day of elementary school—of common
substance.”66 Bennett concluded that a “broad, deep, and effective core curriculum is possible for almost all American
secondary school [and elementary school] students.”67 And while Bennett affirmed that state and local educators
would “vary [their] pedagogy to achieve our educational goals ... we must jealously retain and guard those goals ...:
mastery of a common core of worthwhile knowledge, important skills, and sound ideas.”68
Bennett’s recommendations that students should master an effective common core of knowledge irrespective of
where they lived pleased many conservatives. In 1988, speaking to the nation’s governors, President Reagan said,
“I urge educators and citizens to take a look at Bill Bennett’s recent proposed model high school curriculum and to
make sure that our schools are giving students as rich and challenging a curriculum as they deserve and as equality
of opportunity demands.”69
Conservatives today have not damned Secretary Bennett’s curricular recommendations as a nefarious attempt by
the federal government to impose “Reagancore” in the nation’s classrooms. In fact, Chester Finn Jr. of the Thomas
Fordham Institute, a former Reagan administration appointee, noted approvingly in 2011 that Bennett’s curriculum
guides provided “detailed and explicit curricular recommendations, developed and paid for by the Education
Department and bearing the secretary’s very own name as author. And pretty good curricula they were—and are.”70
To be clear, Bennett noted in his 1987 report, James Madison High School: A Curriculum for American Students,
that he was barred by law from exercising direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum of any school. His
model curriculum, Bennett wrote, was “simply a statement of my considered judgment on an important subject, an
attempt to deal with a question I am often asked: How would you do it? What would you teach? This seems to me
to be a fair question.”71
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Fair or not, one can only begin to imagine the conservative fury today if President Obama had endorsed two Education
Department reports authored by Secretary Duncan, totaling more than 100 pages, in which Duncan spelled out his
“considered judgment” of what schools should teach.

CCSS, Civics, and Content-rich Curriculum—Conservatives
Who Can’t Accept “Yes” for an answer
As it turns out, many of the recommended readings under the Common Core State Standards have the same
conservative flavor as those recommended by Bennett—though unlike his sweeping curricular recommendations,
the Common Core standards cover just English language arts and mathematics, and not science, history, foreign
languages, geography, civics, the fine arts, or physical education.
For decades, conservatives have railed against the “contentless curriculum”72—and Bennett strongly staked out
the conservative position in the curriculum wars. He called specifically for a “content-rich” curriculum, which was
out of favor in education schools that trained teachers, and which was often derided by progressive educators as
rote learning of facts that should give way to learning cross-disciplinary skills.73
To give an example of the curriculum that Bennett outlined, he recommended that students take a course in eleventh
grade entitled the Principles of American Democracy. He advocated for students doing “detailed study of the
intellectual roots of the American Revolution and Declaration of Independence, the Philadelphia Convention and
the Constitution, and readings from The Federalist, the Gettysburg Address, Martin Luther King Jr.’s ‘Letter from
Birmingham Jail,’ and other speeches and essays by American statesmen.”74
In 2015, most GOP presidential candidates, as well as many Tea Party leaders, appear to have all but forgotten the
conservative principles for the study of content-rich curriculum and foundational texts in civics that Secretary Bennett
promoted. The Common Core State Standards are only the second set of state learning standards to explicitly call
on educators to develop and use a “content-rich curriculum” in the classroom, but one wouldn’t know it from the wild
claims made about the standards by a number of Republican presidential candidates.75 (Massachusetts was the
first state to explicitly call for content-rich curriculum in state standards.) As Jeb Bush has pointed out, the CCSS
literacy standards “require students to make arguments with evidence rather than just restate their own opinions and
experiences.”76 Yet many of the GOP candidates seem to have no idea that the Common Core espouses classic
conservative principles for developing literacy in American history and civics. They are refusing to take “yes” for
an answer.
To cite one example, in a keynote speech on the Common Core to the American Principles Project in February 2015,
Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal suggested that under the Common Core standards the “elite in DC [were] making
curriculum decisions for our local classrooms .... [to] stop teaching American exceptionalism to our students.”77 He
said the Common Core standards interpreted American history as being about “grievances and victimhood.”78
Jindal’s claims are false. The Common Core State Standards do not contain any standards for American history,
though they establish guidelines for demonstrating literacy in reading history/social studies, science, and technical
subjects. When it comes to reading history, the Common Core standards state that secondary school students
“need to be able to analyze, evaluate, and differentiate primary and secondary sources.” In sixth through eighth
grades, for example, students should be able to “cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and
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secondary sources” in history and social studies classes. By ninth and 10th grade, students should also “attend to
such features as the date and origin of the information.”79 By the time students are in 11th and 12th grade, they are
expected to be able to “evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them
with other information.”
It is hard to comprehend how such benign pedagogical standards could spell an end to teaching American exceptionalism—much less promote a historical narrative of grievances and victimhood. Nevertheless, Jindal’s claims are
echoed by other Republican presidential candidates like Senator Rand Paul, who contends that the Common Core
contains “anti-American propaganda, revisionist history that ignores the faith of our Founders.”80
It is true that the Common Core State Standards identify three specific American historical texts that students are
required to read in high school. But those three required readings bear a striking similarity to Bill Bennett’s curricular recommendations from 1987. The three required readings—and they are the only three required readings
identified in all of the Common Core standards81—are the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution (the
Preamble and Bill of Rights), and Abraham Lincoln’s famous Second Inaugural Address, inscribed on the walls of
the Lincoln Memorial.
A socialist, an atheist, or an anarchist might well object to requiring high school students to read these three foundational documents of American democracy. But why should conservatives balk at these texts?82 Does Governor
Jindal truly believe that requiring high school students to read the Constitution and Declaration of Independence
teaches them that American history is about grievances and victimhood?

The Conservative “Populist Crusade” for National Standards
and National Assessments
The conservative campaign for voluntary national standards and voluntary national assessments hit its high-water
mark in 1991 and 1992, when George H.W. Bush was president and Lamar Alexander was secretary of education.
Ironically, the campaign for national standards and assessments was led not just by Lamar Alexander but his thenassistant secretary at the Education Department, Diane Ravitch—who now is one of the leaders of the progressive
opposition to the Common Core standards.
Alexander has long championed state and local control of education, dating back to his two terms as Tennessee’s
governor from 1979 through 1986. Today, Alexander, in his capacity as chairman of the Senate education committee,
regularly criticizes the U.S. Department of Education for acting like a “national school board” under Arne Duncan’s
leadership. In a recent opinion column in his hometown paper, The Tennessean, Alexander wrote that legislation he
has co-authored to fix No Child Left Behind would both “put an end to the national school board” and “end the federal
mandate on Common Core.”83 There may be some Republican leaders who are either genuinely unaware that there
is no federal mandate on the Common Core, or who perhaps choose not to distinguish between a federal mandate
and a federal incentive. But as the record shows, it is unlikely that Lamar Alexander is among the uninformed.84
In 1991, when George H.W. Bush appointed Alexander as secretary of education, Alexander didn’t believe that
championing state and local rights was in any way at odds with strongly advocating for voluntary national standards,
voluntary national assessments, and a vigorous federal role in education, all of which would be called for in President
Bush’s America 2000 initiative. Alexander labeled America 2000 a “nine-year crusade”85 and said it “included a
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series of truly radical initiatives.”86 He was personally involved in drafting the America 2000 plan—so much so that
Education Week dubbed the plan “Lamar’s Baby.”87
If Lamar Alexander is the political godfather of the Common Core and Common Core-aligned assessments, historian
Diane Ravitch is their intellectual godmother. Ravitch’s chief assignment during her 18-month stint at the Education
Department in 1991 and 1992 was to promote the development of voluntary national standards.88 While in office,
Ravitch recalled, “Every time I gave a speech or wrote an article, I explained why standards mattered and that low
expectations were damaging to students.”89 Under Ravitch’s guidance, the department sent a pamphlet to every
public school in the country to explain the case for national standards90 and awarded $10 million in federal contracts
to scholarly and professional organizations to develop national standards in English, science, history, the arts, civics,
geography, English, and foreign languages.91
After leaving the government, Ravitch wrote a 186-page book, National Standards in American Education: A Citizen’s
Guide for the Brookings Institution. Ravitch’s subsequent 180-degree turnaround on testing and accountability is
well-documented, notably by Ravitch herself. But her flip-flop on national standards is of more recent vintage, is
less well-known, and didn’t take place until almost three years after the Common Core State Standards were first
released. (Ravitch’s 2010 mea culpa, The Death and Life of the Great American School System, does not mention
the Common Core in its index, and Ravitch devoted a lone paragraph to the subject). 92
The now largely-forgotten GOP “crusade” for national standards and national tests kicked off after the 1989 National
Education Summit in Charlottesville, Virginia. At the summit, President Bush and the country’s governors agreed
to set national educational goals for the year 2000 and report annually on progress in achieving the goals. In April
1991, following up on the summit, President Bush and Secretary Alexander released their America 2000 plan. It
is a remarkably ambitious reform program that, by comparison, makes Barack Obama and Arne Duncan’s efforts
to encourage state adoption of the Common Core and shared voluntary assessments in mathematics and English
look downright timid.
At the White House rollout of America 2000, President Bush announced that the federal government, working with
governors, would “define new world-class standards for schools, teachers, and students in the five core subjects:
math and science, English, history, and geography. … We will develop voluntary national tests for fourth, eighth,
and 12th graders in the five core subjects.”93
Unlike Barack Obama’s Race to the Top program, George H.W. Bush’s America 2000 plan would have dramatically
increased the testing burden in schools by creating 15 new national tests (five tests in core subjects in three grade
levels). And unlike Barack Obama, George H.W. Bush explicitly supported voluntary national standards developed
with federal funding. Frustrated by his failure to get funding from Congress for the standards, Bush eventually
bypassed Congress to use discretionary funds to award grants to independent groups to develop the standards,94
with funding coming from the Education Department, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the National
Science Foundation.95
Also, unlike the Obama administration, the Bush administration wanted to develop voluntary national standards that
covered virtually the entire curriculum, not just English Language Arts and mathematics. President Bush called for
national standards in science, history, and geography, as well as English and math. Even those five subject areas
weren’t enough for Lamar Alexander. As Diane Ravitch later recounted, “The arts, civics, and foreign languages
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were not explicitly mentioned in the [six national 2000] goals, but the secretary decided that the specification of five
academic subjects was not intended to exclude other important subjects, especially the arts, civics, and foreign
languages.”96 Once those three disciplines were added to the list, the department made federal grants to develop
standards for students in seven subject areas (math standards had already been developed). Lamar Alexander
candidly called the federally-funded development of national standards “the most comprehensive rethinking ever
of what we teach.”97

The Federal “Sparkplug” for National Standards
Instead of shrinking the federal role, Bush and Alexander’s America 2000 plan called for hundreds of millions of
dollars in new federal funding and a muscular federal presence to promote national standards and incentives for
school choice. (America 2000 initially provided for a $30 million school choice demonstration project, which was
later expanded to provide $1,000 scholarships or vouchers that students could use at public or private schools.)
Bush’s FY 1992 budget set aside $690 million for the America 2000 plan, or about $1.2 billion in today’s dollars.
The vast bulk of that funding—$535 million—was set aside to create new “break-the-mold” schools in each of the
nation’s 435 congressional districts, with 100 more schools, or two per state, thrown in to account for the nation’s
100 U.S. senators.98 One million dollars was to be allotted per-school per-community, with the schools scheduled
to be operational by 1996. Alexander himself described America 2000 as containing “the largest new proposals for
federal spending to help local schools since 1965.”99
The $1 million in federal funding for schools in each congressional district would have had the federal government
involved in creating local schools in ways that would have been almost unimaginable today—and that would surely
send Tea Party conservatives into orbit in 2015. Each community, according to Alexander’s congressional testimony,
was to use their million dollars as “start-up federal assistance for getting its ‘New American School’ off the ground.”
That assistance could be used to buy instructional materials, training, hardware, and services from the privatesector R&D teams that were supposed to help design the new schools.100 Using federal funds to buy instructional
materials, training, hardware, and start-up services for new schools in each congressional district sounds almost
like an apt description of the federal government acting like a “national school board.”
Finally, both President Bush and Secretary Alexander advocated for an active federal role in ways that would trigger
four-alarm fires in red states if President Obama and Secretary Duncan used similar rhetoric. When Bush announced
America 2000, he declared: “To those who want to see real improvement in American education, I say: There will be
no renaissance without revolution. We who would be revolutionaries must accept responsibilities for our schools.”101
Lamar Alexander didn’t quite summon the federal government to the barricades. But he did say that America 2000
would require “major change in our 110,000 public and private schools, change in every American community,
change in every American home, change in our attitude about learning.”102 And he hit the road hard to proselytize
for his America 2000 plan. According to Education Week, the department spent nearly $2.8 million on promotional
materials for America 2000, churning out brochures, newsletters, and videotapes. Alexander himself attended about
50 events at which communities kicked off their America 2000 efforts.103 He reported that by December 1992, more
than 2,700 communities in every state were “working together on the [national] goals in the monthly America 2000
Satellite TV Town Meetings.”104
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Just as Arne Duncan says today, Alexander believed the federal role was “limited.” Nonetheless, Alexander pledged
“that role will be played vigorously. Washington can help by setting standards, highlighting examples, contributing
some funds, providing flexibility in exchange for accountability, and pushing and prodding—then pushing and prodding
some more.”105 “My role in the department and [the role of] the department employees,” Alexander said, “is that we
should serve as a sparkplug helping the governors, help[ing] America move itself more toward the [national 2000]
education goals at a more rapid rate.”106 With the exception of Alexander’s reference to Washington setting standards, that’s a succinct description of the supporting role that the federal government has played with the Common
Core and in granting states waivers to No Child Left Behind.
Today, Alexander contends that Secretary Duncan has overstepped his authority in granting states waivers to NCLB.
One condition of the Obama administration’s waivers requires that states demonstrate they have set college- and
career-ready standards for students, though a state can have college- and career-ready standards other than the
Common Core and still get a waiver. Yet when Alexander was secretary of education, he advocated that the secretary
should have very broad authority to waive any federal regulations he deemed less than optimal.
To provide schools with more flexibility in using federal funds, the Bush administration’s America 2000 legislation
would have given the secretary of education the authority to waive federal rules and regulations if the secretary
determined that they “impede the ability of a school or other service providers to meet the special needs of ...
students and other individuals in the most effective manner possible.”107 Jeanne Allen, then an education analyst at
the conservative Heritage Foundation, applauded the broad waiver authority, writing that it would “give the secretary
of education the authority to waive federal rules and regulations that impede innovation.”108
Initially, other conservatives joined in praise of Bush and Alexander’s America 2000 initiative. Denis Doyle of the
right-leaning Hudson Institute hailed Bush’s vision as “bold, even daring” and said the plan “recognized the national
interest but does not compromise local initiative.”109 Nevertheless, Doyle couldn’t help but marvel at the GOP’s
advocacy for national standards and a vigorous federal role in education. “Who is calling for an assertive national
role in education in the 1990s?” Doyle asked rhetorically. “Who is putting local control, if not at risk, at least on
notice? ... Wonder of wonders, it is none other than conservatives.”110 Even the 1992 Republican Party platform
on education—typically a collection of homilies about the many-splendored virtues of local control—endorsed a
meaningful federal role in incentivizing state and local action.
Today, the Republican National Committee has officially renounced the Common Core; in 2013, it issued a resolution decrying CCSS as “an inappropriate overreach to standardize and control the education of our children.”111
By contrast, the 1992 Republican platform language on the federal role sounded very much like Arne Duncan. It
endorsed President Bush’s “bold vision to change radically our education system,” and noted approvingly: “From
early times, the national government has played a role in encouraging innovation and access. In the 18th century,
the Northwest Ordinance assured that school bells would ring amid frontier forests. In the 19th century, President
Lincoln signed the Morrill Act establishing 50 land-grant colleges. In the 20th century, President Eisenhower signed
the National Defense Education Act, providing millions with a chance at higher education.”112
Republican support for voluntary national standards and national assessments, for “radical” education reform, and
for a vigorous federal role in education faded slowly in 1991 and 1992—and then largely vanished after the election
of Bill Clinton. Yet the story of the demise of America 2000 departs, in telltale ways, from the story of the largely
successful adoption of the Common Core. In a 1992 speech, Diane Ravitch declared that American education was
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at “a historic turning of the road through the effort to set voluntary national standards. Perhaps, 20 years from now,
someone else will stand before you and assess these efforts harshly. I certainly hope not.”113

The Demise of America 2000: The Center Cannot Hold
From the rollout of the America 2000 plan in April 1991, Lamar Alexander was determined that national standards
and national assessments would be voluntary and would not be created by the federal government acting alone. As
Alexander testified before a Senate committee, “The federal role is to cause someone else to do it.”114
The obvious question was who “someone else” would be. Initially, Bush and Alexander settled on the National
Educational Goals Panel, which then consisted of four representatives of the federal executive branch (including
Alexander) and a group of six bipartisan governors. Bush sought $5.3 million to support the National Goals Panel,115
as well as funding to assist states in implementing the standards, including federal money for state curriculum
frameworks, teacher education, and professional development to teach to the new standards.116 But Alexander
couldn’t get Congress to appropriate money to support the development of national assessments. Instead, later
that summer, Alexander got Congress to appoint a panel of educators, business leaders, and government officials
to study the idea of creating voluntary national standards and assessments. The 32-member National Council on
Education Standards and Testing was formed and quickly went to work, despite its inauspicious acronym, NCEST.
As NCEST prepared its recommendations, the coalition in favor of national standards and national assessments
began to unravel at opposite ends of the political spectrum, despite Diane Ravitch’s commitment to maintaining
bipartisan support for national standards.117 Teachers unions and civil rights leaders didn’t like America 2000’s
school choice provisions to allow students to use vouchers to attend public or private schools. Many on the left also
strongly objected to national tests, thinking they would reflect unfavorably on disadvantaged students by highlighting
poor performance and failing to take account of poverty and the inadequacy of resources invested in education.
Progressive educator Ted Sizer, chairman of the Coalition of Essential Schools, claimed that voluntary national
standards and assessments were just “the tip of the iceberg”—the iceberg being the “arrogation of authority over
children by the central government, in the name of high standards and international competition.”118
In December 1991, the Representative Assembly of the largest teachers union, the National Education Association,
passed a resolution opposing the development of national assessments. At the annual convention of the other leading
union, the American Federation of Teachers, union members, in what would soon become a rite of passage for future
Secretaries of Education, booed Lamar Alexander, just months after having cheered his selection.119
On the political right, the opposition was more muted, but some conservative activists were nervous that voluntary
national standards would effectively preempt local control of education. “National standards are not such a bad idea,”
the National Review allowed. “But when you get to other subjects—history, literature, social studies—the likelihood
is that standards will translate into the ‘curriculum of inclusion’—i.e., no standards at all.”120
Ultimately, the political challenge to America 2000 was whether the political center could hold. It did not. In January
1992, NCEST issued recommendations in favor of national content standards and a system of national or largescale assessments. Lamar Alexander hailed NCEST’s recommendations, saying, “This is a revolutionary step in
American education. Before it is through, it will affect every classroom in the nation’s 110,000 schools.”121 But in a
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fateful bow to the political left, NCEST also urged that states develop “school delivery standards” or what is known
as “opportunity to learn” standards.
Advocates of opportunity to learn standards (OTL) thought it unfair to hold disadvantaged students to the same
academic standards as other students because, they argued, educational achievement was dependent on socioeconomic background and school resources. In fact, some OTL advocates believed that academic standards should
not apply to students until OTL standards ensured all students had equitable access to resources to learn, thereby
leveling the playing field at school.
The debate on prioritizing opportunity-to-learn standards over academic standards reprised longstanding disagreements between conservatives and liberals over whether educational policy should primarily measure inputs or
outcomes. But governors from both parties objected strongly to OTL standards, fearing they would generate lawsuits
and unfunded mandates when state officials had to apportion and defend the equity of all school-related resource
decisions. For many governors, OTL standards were little more than an acronym for opportunity-to-litigate.
Like the Republican majority in the House today, the Democratic majority in the House in 1992 did not want President
Bush to make good on his claim of being the “education president”—and Democrats did their best to block all of
the Bush administration’s education legislation.122 In the Democratic rewrite of the America 2000 legislation, House
Democrats dramatically expanded NCEST’s recommendation for states to develop OTL standards by calling for
national school delivery standards. That shift was unacceptable to the Bush administration--and Alexander recommended to President Bush that he veto the Democratic bill if it came to his desk. But it was only after the OTL national
standards were added to the bill that Alexander wrote the House minority leader in September 1992 to warn that
the Democratic legislation “creates at least the beginnings of a national school board that could make day-to-day
school decisions on curriculum, discipline, teacher training, textbooks, and classroom materials.”123
In the midst of the 1992 presidential campaign, the America 2000 legislation quietly died in the Senate. Still, not all
was necessarily for naught. Nearly 15 years later, Diane Ravitch would observe that while “none of the components
of America 2000 was enacted into law, the legislation signaled recognition by the Republican Party that the federal
government should promote higher levels of academic performance.”124
The “populist crusade” for national academic standards launched by Lamar Alexander seemed to finally run into
a permanent dead-end in 1994, when the draft national history standards funded by the Bush administration were
belatedly released. The history standards had been developed by the National Center for History in the Schools
at UCLA, with grants from the Education Department and the National Endowment for the Humanities. But Lynne
Cheney, the former chairwoman of the National Endowment, hated the history standards. In the fall of 1994, Cheney
blasted the draft history standards that she had funded as a “grim and gloomy” rendering of American history that
was “politically correct to a fare-thee well.”125
In the Wall Street Journal, Cheney lamented that none of the 31 draft standards in history mentioned the Constitution—
though the standards suggested students conduct a trial in which John D. Rockefeller would be accused of “knowingly
and willfully participat[ing] in unethical and amoral business practices designed to undermine traditions of fair open
competition for personal and private aggrandizement in direct violation of the common welfare.”126
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Cheney’s Wall Street Journal column—entitled “The End of History”—seemed to mark the end of the national standards movement as well. Both liberals and conservatives renounced the idea of national standards, with the Senate
voting 99-1 in a nonbinding resolution to condemn the draft history standards. By 1997, Harvard education professor
Richard Elmore was reporting, only half in jest, that “from 1992 onward, the standards movement has been declared
officially dead at least once a week.”127 In his 2005 book on the federal politics of education standards, Kevin Kosar
concluded that “although a robust exercise of federal powers to raise standards is desirable, politics will not permit
it.”128 The new conventional wisdom, as William Bennett is said to have summed up, was that “America will never
have national standards, because the Right will never do national and the Left will never do standards.”129 By the
time the Obama administration arrived in office in 2009, national standards were considered to be the third rail of
education policy—a surefire, dead-on-arrival derailment.
Yet the Common Core State Standards were adopted rapidly in all but a handful of states in the space of little more
than a year—and America has, for the first time in its history, if not national standards than something approaching
quasi-national standards in English and mathematics for the vast majority of students and states. Why did the
Common Core State Standards spread rapidly while voluntary national standards foundered in 1992?
At a superficial level, the controversy over the Common Core seems to mirror the controversy over America 2000.
In both cases, conservatives initially supported voluntary, higher, and shared standards. In both cases, a coalition of
strange bedfellows from the opposite ends of the political spectrum eventually developed to oppose the standards.
In the fight over America 2000, and in other federal efforts to influence standards and curriculum,130 it was “almost
as if Newton’s third law of motion was at work: for every liberal action to increase the federal role in schooling there
was an equal and opposite antistatist reaction to defend state and local prerogatives,”131 writes Kevin Kosar.
The very different outcomes of America 2000 and the Common Core initiative stem not so much from the suspension of Newton’s third law of motion as from the fact that the leaders of the Common Core movement learned from
and avoided many of the mistakes committed with America 2000. Instead of seeking federal funding and input in
developing the Common Core standards, governors and chief state school officers scrupulously kept the federal
government out of the process of drafting the standards. Instead of trying to set standards for teaching politically
sensitive subjects like U.S. history, the Common Core State Standards honed in on just English and math. Instead
of outlining model curriculum, the federal government remained mum about selecting curriculum. As Chester Finn
of the Thomas B. Fordham Institute summed up, “it was a huge relief—and a swell thing for U.S. education—when
2010’s ‘Common Core’ standards were privately developed, optional for states, and of unexpectedly strong quality.”132
In a 1995 essay on her experience in developing national standards, Diane Ravitch observed that “my participation in the process as a reformer keeps me hopeful that we will somehow muddle through, that the naysayers will
give change a chance.”133 But she also warned wistfully that “Educators have an unfortunate habit of making the
best the enemy of the good, thus beating back any proposed reform that does not promise to solve all problems
simultaneously or to lift all boats equally and at the same pace.”134 These days Ravitch herself has done her best
to beat back the Common Core State Standards. But most governors, state education chiefs, and educators have
not let the best become the enemy of the good on the Common Core—at least not yet.
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State Rights—and Wrongs
Last but not least—and irrespective of previous conservative efforts to develop voluntary national standards—some
Tea Party leaders and Common Core critics remain purists about federalism. They firmly oppose the Common Core
State Standards on constitutional and ideological grounds for infringing on state and local control of education—an
unenumerated power they believe is reserved solely to individual states under the 10th amendment, and not to
consortiums of states or to the federal government.
Last year, Governor Nikki Haley, a Tea Party favorite, signed a bill requiring South Carolina to adopt new standards
replacing the Common Core State Standards. “We don’t ever want to educate South Carolina children like they
educate California children,”135 Haley said.
That’s a pithy sound-bite in South Carolina. But placing political philosophy aside for the moment, stop to consider
whether Governor Haley’s statement is true—should children in South Carolina never be educated like children in
California, just because California officials decided to join in adopting the Common Core?
Many CEOs, business leaders, and teachers in South Carolina and California would beg to differ. No employer or
educator claims that algebra, computer science, or chemistry is different in California than in South Carolina (or
in South Korea). Employers today hire based on what you know and what you can do, not on where you grew up.
And many employers in both South Carolina and California are deeply troubled by the poor math skills and low
levels of scientific literacy of entry-level employees. That is why virtually every leading business association, from
the Chamber of Commerce, to the National Association of Manufacturers, to the Business Roundtable, strongly
supports the Common Core State Standards. So do major corporations in the heartland, such as Battelle, Eastman
Chemical Company, and State Farm Insurance.
As recently as last year, before he entered the GOP presidential primaries, former Arkansas governor Mike Huckabee
said that he didn’t “know of any student who would be benefitted by having a standard of math in Oregon that is
substantially different in the fourth grade than one in Georgia—because if that student moves from one state to the
other, he or she should know that the expectations of what they’re going to experience academically in one state is
comparable to the other.”136 Diane Ravitch was even blunter: “The idea that mastery of eighth grade mathematics
means one thing in Arizona and something different in Maine is absurd on its face.”137
Military families in South Carolina similarly attest to the value and need of shared learning standards. Nationwide,
nearly 1.2 million school-aged children have a parent serving in the U.S. Armed Forces, and hundreds of thousands
of military families move among states during their courses of service.138 “The average military family will move six to
nine times during a child’s K-12 career,” writes former Arizona GOP governor Jan Brewer. “By [providing] continuity
between states, Common Core Standards help ensure a military child does not fall behind or have to sit through
lessons they’ve already learned during these transitions.“139
As Brewer notes, it’s obviously inequitable that military children face wildly different educational expectations in
public schools based simply on where their parents are stationed. That’s why military leaders, who don’t always
see eye-to-eye with the Obama administration, are among the strongest supporters of the Common Core State
Standards. In a recent letter to Alabama GOP governor Robert Bentley, Colonel Bill Marks, the garrison commander
of the Army’s Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama, wrote: “Highly mobile families, military or civilian, deserve
the same academic standards at any school they attend, regardless of state.”140
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So what standards have South Carolina’s leaders come up with to replace the Common Core State Standards? In
March 2015, the South Carolina Board of Education approved new state standards. A study by the state’s Education
Oversight Committee found that 89 percent of South Carolina’s new English standards and 92 percent of the state’s
new math standards aligned closely with those of the Common Core.141 As it turns out, the standards for what children
should learn in math and reading aren’t so different in South Carolina and California after all.
Despite a revival today of Tea Party rhetoric calling for the elimination of the U.S. Department of Education, by the
time Ronald Reagan left office, the Republican Party had largely given up trying to abolish the department because
its existence purportedly infringed on the 10th Amendment. “There has been a shift,” Secretary Bennett told the
New York Times in 1988.142 “Republicans have come to realize that the federal role in education is here to stay.” Yet
today’s state rights advocates take those age-old objections to federal mandates and regulations a step further by
claiming that it is unconstitutional interference for the federal government to even provide incentives for states to
voluntarily adopt reforms like the Common Core State Standards.
That criticism of CCSS has the virtue of at least being grounded in fact—the federal government did provide incentives encouraging states to adopt the Common Core State Standards. Still, it seems peculiar for conservatives to
develop an abrupt case of historical amnesia and a sudden allergy to the use of competition and incentives in federal
education spending only when the Obama administration employs such market-based tools.
It is not surprising that many constituencies in the liberal education establishment, including teachers unions, prefer
the status quo of handing out education dollars automatically through formula funding. It is surprising when conservatives like Senator Alexander and his House Education committee counterpart, John Kline, lead the campaign to
reduce competitive funding and incentives in reauthorizing the No Child Left Behind law.143
Even among conservatives like William Bennett, who support the Common Core, it has now become de riguer to
denounce the Obama administration for encouraging CCSS’s adoption. “Washington incentivized states to adopt
[CCSS]. That was wrong and we should be vigilant to ensure that never happens again,” Bennett warns solemnly in
a recent ad campaign promoting the Common Core to conservatives.144 Jeb Bush, too, has shifted his position to
oppose the use of incentives in federal education dollars. “Race to the Top money, when [the federal government]
provided incentives for Common Core to be implemented—because that’s effectively what they did—that was
wrong,”145 Bush told business leaders in New Hampshire earlier this year.
As it happens, the original Race to the Top competition provided incentives for states to voluntarily advance a
number of favored conservative causes—among other things, it encouraged states to lift caps on the numbers of
charter schools, and, for the first time, to systematically use student performance and progress as an element in
teacher evaluation. Randi Weingarten, the president of the American Federation of Teachers, so despaired of the
conservative tilt of the incentives in the Race to the Top competition that she accused the Obama administration of
being “Bush III”146 in the fall of 2009.
Traditionally, Republican leaders champion the use of competition and incentives in federal education dollars. In his
2011 book, A Simple Government, Mike Huckabee wrote “I fully endorse the new federal program Race to the Top,
which has states compete for additional education funds, allowing them to decide which reforms to enact rather than
having specific reforms imposed on them from above.” 147 Jeb Bush told the National Review in 2011 that when it
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comes to public education, the government should “align incentives toward things you want more of and have different consequences for things you want less of. It reeks of common sense, but it’s a radical idea for government.”148
In September 2011, Bush went further, specifically applauding the Obama administration’s use of incentives in
education programs like Race to the Top. On MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” program, Bush told host Joe Scarborough:
“Secretary Duncan and President Obama deserve credit for putting pressure on states to change, particularly the
states that haven’t changed at all. They’re providing carrots and sticks, and I think that’s appropriate.” 149
The truth is that before Tea Party-revisionism on the Common Core took over much of the Republican Party, the Wall
Street Journal editorial page seemed to fret that the competitive $4.3 billion Race to the Top program was too small
a part of the $100 billion in education spending included in the Recovery Act. “The tragedy,” the Journal observed
in July 2009, “is that nearly all of this $100 billion is being dispensed to the states by formula, which allows school
districts to continue resisting reform while risking very little in overall federal funding.”150

Conservatives and the Common Core in 2015
The widespread adoption of the Common Core State Standards, and their initial implementation in the vast majority
of American classrooms, constitutes a major and unexpected educational advance for American students and
teachers. No one foresaw the rapid adoption of the Common Core State Standards in 2009 and 2010, but no one
today is predicting that higher standards and better assessments will soon create an educational nirvana in America’s
classrooms. Still, even a critic of the Common Core might find it hard to argue that students and families are worse
off overall today under the Common Core than in the “good ol’ days,” when public schools set low standards for
student performance in all but a handful of states.
To date, the conservative critique of Common Core has been propelled primarily by ideology (the battle over federalism and the federal role in education) and politics (antipathy toward President Obama and policies he favors). For
too many Republicans, the understudy in the Common Core drama has been students themselves. Ideology and
politics can and should matter in the Common Core debate. But ultimately, the classroom impact of the Common
Core State Standards should count even more: Are the standards advancing learning for students? Is collegereadiness of students improving, and are more high school graduates better prepared to get jobs in a knowledge
economy? Are teachers finding that higher standards and better assessments mean they can do more of the kind
of teaching to which they aspire?
It is far too early to definitively answer these questions, particularly with respect to the impact of the Common
Core State Standards on student learning and college readiness. But GOP presidential candidates and Tea Party
leaders could raise legitimate questions and concerns for conservatives about how the Common Core standards
are actually affecting students, once they stop peddling the false narrative that because of the Common Core, the
Obama administration has taken over what is taught in class, imposing the Obamacore national curriculum. As the
conservative Washington Post blogger Jennifer Rubin has written, “The sooner the discussion moves from ‘Is this
a left-wing plot?’ to ‘Does it work?’ the better for the students, schools and states … It may take time (perhaps not
in time for the 2016 election) but soon we can see whether Common Core helps, hurts or was a major distraction
from the real drivers of school deficiency.”151
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The fact is that it is not enough for educators and policymakers to raise standards and expectations for students.
Higher standards, for all their importance, are still only a necessary but not sufficient first step to accelerating educational progress. To make a big difference in student learning, better standards and better assessments have to be
matched with rich, rigorous, and research-driven curriculum, and teachers who are well prepared to teach the new
and more demanding standards. Implementation, in other words, matters a great deal—and the implementation
of the Common Core and the assessments developed by the state consortia has been notably rocky in a number
of states. 152
Conservatives can and should play a leading role in seeing if curriculum developers, state textbook adoption committees, school boards, district curriculum supervisors, and teachers are selecting curriculum to teach the Common
Core State Standards that meet the traditional—and largely conservative—goals espoused in the CCSS standards.
For example, are more students getting a content-rich curriculum where the acquisition of background knowledge
contributes significantly to academic progress? Are many more teachers using textbooks and lesson plans that set
more demanding expectations for student learning—or are textbooks largely continuing to be pitched to the lowest
common denominator and claiming a false alignment with the CCSS?153 What evidence is there under the Common
Core that state and districts are not just following pedagogical fads, but are actually using curriculum that has scientific evidence that it boosts student learning? It has long been a tenet of conservative thought that the nation’s public
schools should prepare students to participate in civic society and equip students with a familiarity of America’s
unique history and civic traditions. Under the Common Core literacy standards, are states with the CCSS showing
more improvement on the NAEP history and civics assessments than states without CCSS? Those are just some of
the many on-the-ground questions that conservatives might rightly ask about the Common Core’s implementation.
While it is too early to judge the Common Core’s impact on student learning and college- and career-readiness—
the most important bottom line for the Common Core—there is some encouraging, albeit preliminary evidence to
suggest that the Common Core is working as intended. According to the National Center for Education Statistics,
states are setting higher expectations for student learning since the advent of the Common Core. In fourth grade,
the number of states with reading standards set at or above NAEP’s “Basic” level has increased from 15 in 2009 to
25 in 2013, and more states have raised their fourth grade math standards as well. In eighth grade, both in reading
and math, the number of states that raised performance standards also rose. In eighth grade math, the number of
states that set performance standards above the NAEP “Basic” level went from 39 in 2009 to 49 in 2013.154
Similarly, a 2015 evaluation of state standards in Education Next found that “for the first time, substantially more
states have raised their proficiency standards [from 2011 to 2013] than have let those standards slip to lower levels.
Overall, 20 states strengthened their standards, while just eight loosened them. In other words, a key objective of
the CCSS consortium—the raising of state proficiency standards—has begun to happen.”155
Finally, there is also some preliminary evidence to suggest the Common Core State Standards are boosting student
achievement and college-readiness, even though NCES studies typically find that the effectiveness of new standards
and curriculum can only be assessed after several years of implementation.156
In Kentucky, the first state in the country to adopt the Common Core and a strong implementer of the standards, the
percentage of students who are prepared for college studies has soared. The percentage of Kentucky high school
graduates who are ready for college, as measured by their performance on the ACT, has jumped from 38 percent in
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2011 to 62 percent in 2014, according to the Kentucky Department of Education.157 A 2015 study by the American
Institutes for Research found that Kentucky students who learned under the Common Core State Standards not only
scored significantly higher on the ACT than students who studied under Kentucky’s old standards, but also that they
gained about three months of additional learning in 11th grade in mathematics and English, compared to their peers.158
Previous research by Tom Loveless, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, has cast doubt on the claim that
higher standards are likely to drive academic improvement. But in a 2015 study, Loveless also found that students
in states with strong implementation of the Common Core State Standards did make larger academic gains than
students in states that did not adopt the Common Core, though the effect was small.159
To conclude, someone once complained to Voltaire that “life is hard,” to which Voltaire replied “compared to what?”
Whether they are conservative or liberal, presidential candidates and party leaders, educators, and reporters all share
a responsibility to sort out fact from fiction on the Common Core. And they all share a responsibility to assess the
Common Core, in the words of Diane Ravitch, not by letting “the best become the enemy of the good” but rather by
answering the compared-to-what question: How does the impact of the Common Core State Standards on students
and teachers compare to the preexisting system of state standards and assessments?
In the end, the flip-flops and contortions of conservatives on the Common Core suggest that too many conservative leaders today are unwilling to ask the compared-to-what question—and too willing to put politics and ideology
ahead of the goal of setting higher expectations for students.
For all of the battles to date over the Common Core, the true test of conservatives’ commitment to setting higher
expectations for student learning in America still looms ahead. As the race for the GOP presidential nomination
heats up, numerous states are starting to see the results of the new, Common Core-aligned assessments. The
new assessment results, many of which will be released later this fall, are showing that millions of students who
were judged to be proficient under the old standards are tragically nowhere near being college- and career-ready.
As those disappointing test results roll in, and as the public outcry over the lackluster learning of America’s students
rises, we’ll see which conservative leaders have the courage of their convictions about educating all students—and
which abandon conservative principles in favor of political pandering and rewriting history.

Author’s Disclaimer: The views expressed in this Brookings paper are mine and mine alone, as are any errors of
fact or interpretation. No individual, organization, or institution assigned, asked for, or assisted in drafting this paper,
and I have not received any compensation for preparing this analysis of the Common Core debate.
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There are a number of obvious gaps in this reasoning. Even if the two tests developed by the state consortiums, the PARCC
and SBAC assessments, do ultimately influence curriculum in as yet-unspecified ways in some states in the country that
would hardly demonstrate that the Obama administration has created a “national curriculum.” A “national” curriculum is
just that—it is imposed nationally or used nationally, and it is impossible to miss.
Inferences that new assessments will produce a new national curriculum are also subject to confusing causation with
correlation, or what logicians call a post hoc fallacy. How does one know that that the state consortia tests funded by the
Obama administration caused a change in curriculum and not some other factor—like the learning goals set in the Common
Core State Standards, or data gathered from formative assessments that were not funded by the federal government? In
fact, it is quite possible that the adoption of shared state standards will lead to diversifying curricular offerings, rather than
narrowing options to a single standardized “national curriculum.” To cite just one example, Certica Solutions, a provider of
K-12 data management and education content solutions, has developed a Formative Assessment Item Bank that has more
than 50,000 Common Core-aligned Math and English Language Arts selections that teachers and district staff can use to
help students practice the next generation of assessments. “Skyward Partners with Certica to Launch Formative Assessment
Solution,” Press Release, August 4, 2015, available at: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/skyward-partners-with-certicato-launch-formative-assessment-solution-2015-08-04-8173577
The third and final rhetorical device to cover for the lack of a smoking gun of the Obamacore “national curriculum” is to
invoke the magic words theory. Evers writes that “When Education Secretary Duncan announced the department’s grants to
the testing groups [the two state consortiums] on September 2, 2010, he pointed enthusiastically to one group ‘developing
curriculum frameworks and ways to share great lesson plans’ and the other group developing ‘instructional modules’. Later,
when the department had additional discretionary funds available, it gave the consortia further money for developing
curriculum materials. The new national curriculum will be designed to complement the federally-funded national testing
system.” Evers, Federal Overreach and the Common Core, p.35. (For similar language, see Bill Evers, Kent Talbert, and Robert
Eitel, “Education hornets’ nest: Creating a national K-12 curriculum,” The Hill, May 9, 2011).
Under the magic words theory, if Secretary Duncan said the federal government would fund groups that develop
“curriculum” and “instructional” material—there, he said it himself!--then the federal government has created a “new
national curriculum,” Q.E.D. But Evers’ dog won’t hunt. Any fair reading of Secretary Duncan’s remarks show that he is
referring not to funding curriculum and traditional instructional materials but rather to the state consortia providing
professional development support to help teachers as they make the switch to using new standards and assessments.
(Here’s what Duncan said, unedited: “I want to stress that neither of the two state consortia will suddenly drop new,
ambitious assessments in the laps of teachers in 2014-15 without significant preparation and training. Both consortiums
recognize that involving teachers in the development, scoring, and implementation of the new assessments are absolutely
essential if the assessments are going to support better teaching and learning. It is teachers who will help ensure that
test items are instructionally usefully. And both consortia will help their member states provide the tools and professional
development needed to assist teachers’ transition to the new assessments. PARCC, for example, will be developing
curriculum frameworks and ways to share great lesson plans. The SMARTER Balanced Assessment coalition will develop
instructional modules and professional learning communities to support teachers in understanding and using assessment
results. They will involve teachers not just in writing and reviewing test items but in scoring assessments—especially
complex performance tasks.)”
Evers’ claims about the Education Department funding a “new national curriculum” are further countenanced by the fact
that PARCC and SBAC have actually now released the voluntary “curriculum frameworks” and “instructional modules” that
Secretary Duncan referred to in 2010—and they bear no resemblance to curriculum, much less a national curriculum. For
example, instead of releasing “curriculum frameworks,” PARCC has released “Model Content Frameworks” for Grades 3-11
in English Language Arts/Literacy and Mathematics. PARCC notes that “Model Content Frameworks are voluntary resources
meant to be used as a companion to the Common Core State Standards to help educators and those developing aligned
curricula and instructional materials . . . . The Model Content Frameworks are neither a curriculum nor a replacement to
the standards. Rather, they ought to be used as a companion to the standards, and as a lens through which to analyze
and build local curricula.” “PARCC Model Content Frameworks,” Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers, available at: http://www.parcconline.org/resources/educator-resources/model-content-frameworks In 95 pages,
the Model Content Frameworks in English Language Arts do not cite or recommend a single text or author by name. (The
ELA/Literacy Model Framework does note that the Common Core State Standards recommend that students in grades
9-10 should “Analyze how an author draws on and transform source material in a specific work [e.g., how Shakespeare
treats a theme or topic from Ovid or the Bible or how a later author draws on a play by Shakespeare].” Similarly, the Model
Content Framework notes that the 11th grade Common Core ELA/Literacy standards recommend that students delineate
and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, such as notable U.S. Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents, The
Federalist Papers, and presidential addresses.) See “PARCC Model Content Frameworks: English Language Arts/Literacy,
Grades 3-11”, Version 2.0, August 2012, link available at: http://www.parcconline.org/resources/educator-resources/model-
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